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Hit ‘Em Where They Ain’t 
The likelihood of success in trying to out-Nike Nike, or out-

Callaway Callaway is low.  They have deep pockets, and they 
spend liberally on advertising.  They are Tiger and Phil. 

The positioning of the big brands is around performance.  This 
makes sense given that every golfer wants performance.  
But as desire for performance is a given, a strategy 
based solely on satisfying that desire does not equate to a 
secure position. 

What the big players do not seem to be doing is consciously 
addressing the spectrum of style sensibility among golf 
consumers. 

And this is where the strategic opportunity exists…  
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One Game, So Many Perspectives 
In the last 20 years, golfers have become an increasingly diverse 

group, with diverse tastes.  They all want to play better, 
but that is where the commonality ends. 

 The Purist      The Futurist 

Wilson is a unique blend: cutting edge technology that can be 
presented with either future-forward or classic style. 

The internet is the perfect medium for presenting customized 
marketing messages to consumers who have been profiled 
based on demographics, psychographics, and behavior.   

No longer does one size need to fit all.    
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Branding - Amplified Resonance 

    Nothing is more beautiful than a 
   great round of golf. 

The Purist branding evokes words like: 
•  Heritage 
•  Classic 
•  History 
•  Beauty 
•  Refinement 
•  Tradition 

             Advanced technology 
            harnessed in the palm 
            of your hand. 

The Futurist branding evokes words like: 
•  Power 
•  Performance 
•  Innovation 
•  Evolution 
•  Aggressiveness 
•  Force 
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Turn Up the Volume 
While Wilson’s competitors are fighting it out in the middle of style spectrum, 
Wilson can use the internet to go to each end and appeal to taste extremes.  

That’s amplified resonance.       Connection that sells. 



Win-Win for Wilson and Its Dealers 
Across all categories, online spending continues to increase.  

Optimizing and mastering the interplay between physical 
and online retailing has become a strategic and financial 
imperative. 

The important margin benefits of selling direct are clear, and they 
do not necessarily have to undermine dealer profitability. 

Wilson can employ the following 3 approaches: 
•  Sell direct to consumer through Wilson.com and award 

quarterly “commissions” to dealers based on geographic 
sliding scale. 

•  Create an affiliate program with a high CPA payout for dealer 
referrals. 

•  Sell direct to consumers as a dealer support service and fulfill 
through dealers (e.g. Callaway - http://www.shopatron.com/on/feat_callaway.php) 
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The Profitable End in Mind 
Pressures on pricing from dealers, pressures on margins due to 

sourcing costs, pressures to invest in innovation, and 
competitive pressures to escalate marketing expenditures 
are the challenges facing all golf manufacturers. 

Even given these pressures, Wilson can use the internet to 
leverage its brand equity, superior product development, 
and global reach to: 

1.  Establish a strategic position in the market not currently 
crowded with the marketing spending of other brands. 

2.  Appeal to the right consumers at a level of emotional 
resonance, hence making price a third consideration behind 
style and performance. 

3.  Enhance margins without cutting out dealers. 

And best of all, the internet allows for minimized risk through a 
phased crawl -> walk -> run approach.  
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Custom Content for Segments 
The site can be used to segment consumers and then deliver the 
same content elements in the style that resonates best. 

Wilson can host the debate between these two perspectives.  
Discussion equates to user engagement with the brand. 

Content should be updated on a regular basis (read: at least 
weekly) to provide a reason for return visits, and for SEO 
purposes. 



Consumer Content 

Are You a Purist? 
Featured content - Congratulations to 

Padraig Harrington.  A champion in 
the classic mold.  Read Padraig’s 
blog. 

Product content – Wilson blends 
beauty with performance.  Shop 
here now. 

Research content – Learn more about 
the art of golf club design.  

User-generated content – Share your 
Wilson Golf moment.  When did you 
fall in love with Wilson? 

Ratings content - Top 10 Classic Golf 
Courses – Win a Trip! 

Charity content – Support Wilson in 
preserving golf’s heritage when you 
order. 

Are You a Futurist? 
Featured content - Congratulations to 

Padraig Harrington.  Proving the 
value of aggressivensss.  Read 
Padraig’s blog. 

Product content – Wilson harnesses 
technology in your hand.  Shop here 
now. 

Research content – Learn more about 
the science of golf club innovation.  

User-generated content – Share your 
Wilson Golf moment.  What beast 
did you slay with Wilson? 

Ratings content - Top 10 Ridiculously 
Hard Golf Courses – Win a Trip! 

Charity content – Support Wilson in 
bringing golf to inner-city kids when 
you order. 
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 Welcome to Wilson Golf 



Give Them a Place to Call Home 
The press and Wilson’s dealers do need access to key content and tools online, but 

consumers should not have to sort through this content.  Placing industry 
content on separate URLs simplifies research for all parties. 

At Dealers.WilsonGolf.com, dealers might find: 
•  Downloadable catalogs 
•  Product sneak previews 
•  Virtual trade show booth tour 
•  Product development interview videos 
•  Affiliate program information 
•  Signage, print ad, and banner templates 
•  Customizable brochure print-on-demand templates 
•  Discussion forums 
•  Sales Management blog 
•  Online ordering 

At Press.WilsonGolf.com, the media might find: 
•  Press release archive 
•  Downloadable press kit 
•  Video interview downloads 
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Leveraging the Internet & CRM 
The internet provides incredible flexibility in cost-effectively 

delivering a customized information and shopping 
experience to consumers. 

To take advantage of this capability though, use of web analytics 
and a CRM database with a consumer profile is a 
necessity.  This is the grinding, “unsexy” work of creating 
the blanks and then filling them in over time. 

A great deal is implied in a site visitor’s pathing and page view 
behavior, and even more can be inferred from actual 
purchase behavior. 

The result of compiling this profile data is a powerful ability to 
identify the “hot button” aspect of the brand, a piece of 
equipment, or a specific offer, and press that hot button to 
dramatically increase conversion.   
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Capture that Email 
Organically building a large, segmented, opt-in email list is a 

cornerstone of e-commerce success.  Email is still the 
cheapest communication medium, and good offers to good 
lists still convert.   

The rules of thumb for doing so are: 
•  Make it painfully easy to see where to enter the email. 
•  Don’t ask for too much information (first name, last name, 

email). 
•  Give something in exchange (an e-book, a sleeve of golf balls, 

an entry into a contest, sneak previews, a coupon, etc.). 
•  Disclose clearly what is going to be done with it (informational 

mailings, promotional mailings, third-party mailings). 
•  Follow up a submission immediately with a welcome message.  

Based on what prompted the submission, capture everything that 
can be inferred in the consumer’s profile. 
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Make It Easy to Buy 
The consumer is in control in today’s marketplace, and studies 

indicate that a reasonable mix of options improves 
conversion. 

Wilson.com can best serve the consumer and support its dealers 
by offering buying options such as: 

•  Buy Here Now – Delivery to your door. 
•  Buy Here Now – Pick up your order at your favorite 

store. 
•  Buy Online from an Authorized Dealer – Add Wilson 

to Your GolfGalaxy.com or TGW.com order. 
•  Print This Coupon – Special savings when you take this 

coupon into your favorite dealer. 
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Give Them Web Specials 
Special product availability gives consumers a reason to come back 

to the site, provides content for email campaigns, and adds 
a sense of urgency that trumps bargain hunting. 

Product offerings could include: 
•  Customizable products (e.g. Footjoy’s shoe approach) 
•  Limited edition products (i.e. signature putters, drivers, 

wedges) 
•  Commemorative products (e.g. 60th major collector’s set) 
•  First Looks (allow for pre-ordering of new product 

concepts as a means of market testing) 
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Build Off Email 
Building an active, profiled email list is the most cost-effective 
immediate action for Wilson to take because it capitalizes on existing 
traffic.  That list can be used to test messaging and offers on a weekly 
basis. 

Once the optimally converting combination of offer and consumer profile 
has been determined (along with eCPM, ROI and CPA baselines), the 
opportunities for expansion into other marketing streams are 
abundant: 

•    Online PR 
•    Affiliate Marketing 
•    Display Advertising 
•    Advertorial 
•    Blogvertising 
•    Search Engine Marketing 
•    CPA Email Networks 
•    Cross-promotion with partners like Kemper Sports 
•    Coupon and Review Sites 

Marketing partners are willing to work on a blended or pure CPA basis 
with a brand that can demonstrate healthy conversion statistics and 
defined target audience. 
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Expand the Reach 
Having used the internet to prove the viability of the style-
spectrum strategy, Wilson can then begin to apply that model to 
the offline world. 

Examples include: 
•    Integrating print, radio, and direct mail marketing 

 campaigns. 
•    Distribution – Country Club Pro Shops (Purist) vs. Driving 

 Range Pro Shops (Futurist). 
•    Product Development – Turn the developers and 

 designers loose and use the web to pre-test concepts. 
•    Sponsorships – Focus efforts around events that embody 

 the ends of the spectrum (The Memorial and The Open 
 Championship vs. Q School and the Long Drive 
 Championship). 

•    Endorsements – Add the anti-Harrington to the roster 
 (e.g. Boo Weekly). 
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Repeat the Formula 
Having played out the style spectrum strategy both on an offline, 
Wilson can then use the same model to explore further. 

Examples include: 
•    Geographic – North American vs. European vs. Asian 
•    Gender – Men vs. Women 
•    Age – Juniors vs. Seniors 


